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Sequence Encoder Equations
The LSTM formulation used in our sequence encoder is similar to [4] . The explicit form of our parametrization is the following:
In practice, we use the implementation provided in Lasagne [1] on Theano [5] . The sequence length N of our streams is 32 and we sample features from our visual encoder (C3D network) at 16 frames yielding a temporal receptive field of T = 512 frames.
Learning and Inference Details

Inference
At testing time, we slide our DAPs network over a long video sequence with step size δ. Every time our model scans a video stream of length T frames, it places K segments of varied duration inside it with their respective action likelihoods. In practice, we initialize the initial hidden state and cell state (h 0 , c 0 ) of our LSTM sequence encoder with a vector of zeros over all the multiple instantiations in the long video sequence.
It is worth to note that the recurrent nature of our sequence encoder can handle video streams of different length T without structural changes in our architecture. However, this variant is outside the scope of this paper.
Learning
Another way to interpret our DAPs network is in the form of a function f that maps a video stream v (of length T frames) onto a set of K segments inside the stream with their respective action likelihood. Formally, we have
represent the set of all predicted segments and their action likelihoods, respectively. Here, θ represents the parameters of our model.
We are interested in learning an appropriate function f such that: (i) segments produced by our model match the locations of actions A = {a i } M i=1 in the sequence (the number of these actions in stream v is assumed less than K); and (ii) confidence values associated with segments that match an action are higher than other segments. This is done by formulating an assignment problem, which solves for an optimal matching between predictions from our DAPs function and ground truth action annotations in the video stream. Without loss of generality, for each training segment, we solve the following problem:
where x ij = 1 means that the i-th prediction s i is assigned to the j-th ground truth annotation a j . Here, we define L match (x, S, A) to be a function that penalizes (in the form of a Euclidean distance) matched segments that are distant from ground truth annotations. Also, we take L conf (x, C) to enforce (in the form of binary cross-entropy) that the likelihood of matched segments be as high as possible, while simultaneously penalizing non-matched segments that occur with high likelihood. Finally, α is a tradeoff constant that combines both terms.
In this paper, we use a relaxation similar to [2] in order to solve 2. We relax the assignment problem by introducing K anchor segments L = {l i } K i=1 . to guide the localization module of the network towards K anchor segments summarizing the statistics of the annotations. This approach speeds up the optimization by: (i) guiding the learning towards statistically relevant locations; and (ii) solving the assignment problem up-front i.e. for every instance v we compare the predictions of our function (S, C) with (L, Y ), where
, y i ∈ {0, 1} defining that the i-th anchor segment matches a ground-truth annotation of the instance. We use the temporal intersection over union (tIoU ≥ σ) between anchor locations l i and ground-truth annotations a j as criteria to define y ij . In practice, we set σ = 0.5.
We obtain the location and duration of each anchor proposal by clustering the ground-truth annotations with k-means which gives rise to a diverse set of anchors throughout the stream. We use the length of the action and the frame index of its center (normalized by T) as features for clustering. We perform standard scaling before solving the k-means optimization problem.
Metrics
We use Average Recall as metric to assess and compare the quality of different proposal algorithms [3] . In practice, this is computed by averaging the recall over different tIoU thresholds. The following formula summarizes it in a precise way: AR = 1 11 i∈{0.5,0.55,0.6,...,1}
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